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NetEnt presents a real scary vision of the
future in Arcane Reel Chaos
Superhero characters take on the evil villain Deep Pockets and attempt
to stop his reign of terror.

Set in a dystopian futuristic world, and steeped in the occult, NetEnt’s latest release is a 5reel, 3-row, 20-line video slot where four fearless friends set out to protect their city from the
wicked Deep Pockets – and destroy the scatter symbol that turned him into an evil maniac.
The heroes – Flare, Chronos, Zero.x and Psyop – bring their unique super powers to the
reels to grant players stacked wilds, multipliers, multiplying re-spins and overlay wilds in the
battle to beat the villain.
After the four mini-features comes the big showdown with Deep Pockets in Free Spins.
Every time the bald baddie is beaten by one of the fearless foursome, a bet line multiplier
increases, giving up to four times the bet line win. If all heroes defeat Deep Pockets a Sweet
Victory bonus is rewarded.
“Combining a proven, player-favourite math model with rich, comic-like graphics and a
compelling superhero storyline, Arcane Reel Chaos has the ingredients needed to be a
success. I have no doubts that it will be a hugely popular new addition to our portfolio,” said
Bryan Upton, NetEnt director of games.
Play Arcane Reel Chaos video slot for free here
For additional information please contact:
press@netent.com

NetEnt AB (publ) is a leading digital entertainment company, providing premium gaming solutions to the world’s
most successful online casino operators. Visit www.games.netent.com to try our games. Since its inception in
1996, NetEnt has been a true pioneer in driving the market with thrilling games powered by their cutting -edge
platform. With innovation at its core, NetEnt is committed to helping customers stay ahead of the competition.
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